This study investigates the market value of corporate cash holdings in connection with firm-specific and time-varying information asymmetry. Using an international sample of 7,474 firms from 45 countries over the 1995-2005 period, we empirically test two opposing hypotheses. According to the pecking order theory, asymmetric information leads to adverse selection problems and provides a value-increasing role for additional cash holdings. In contrast, the free cash flow theory predicts that excessive cash holdings bundled with asymmetric information generate moral hazard problems and lead to a lower market value of a marginal dollar of cash. We use the dispersion of analysts' forecasts as our firm-specific and time-varying measure of asymmetric information. Our results support the free cash flow theory and indicate that the value of corporate cash holdings is less in periods with a higher degree of information asymmetry. This evidence is reinforced when the sample is split according to measures for the quality of corporate governance.
In order to explain corporate cash holdings, the assumptions of perfect capital markets must be relaxed.
First, if transaction costs are incorporated into the model, an optimal cash balance exists and the irrelevancy of cash no longer holds. Second, if information asymmetry (henceforth referred to as IA) is taken into account, adverse selection and moral hazard problems result. Myers and Majluf (1984) model the adverse selection problem in financing decisions and consider the role of cash holdings in the presence of IA. Adverse selection induces managers to abstain from raising external capital, because they are not willing to issue undervalued securities. A cash buffer can prevent managers from being forced to pass up positive NPV projects. In contrast, Jensen (1986) analyzes the moral hazard problem and emphasizes the agency costs of free cash flow. Instead of paying out the free cash flow to the shareholders, managers waste these funds on inefficient investments or on their own pet projects (empire building).
The discussion suggests that cash holdings and IA are strongly interrelated. Therefore, one would expect that studying corporate cash holdings with an emphasis on firm-specific and time-varying IA provides valuable insights about a firm's motivations to hold cash. This is the novel path that our study takes and how it contributes to the literature. The previous literature on cash holdings can loosely be divided into two different strands. The first strand examines the determinants of cash holdings and whether there exists an optimal level of cash. The second strand focuses directly on the impact of liquidity on firm performance and firm valuation. Our own study belongs to this second category. Potentially, it would be interesting to follow the first path and analyze how the level of a firm's cash reserves are influenced by IA.
However, it is virtually impossible to unambiguously interpret any empirical findings. On the one hand, the pecking order theory suggests that financial slack is valuable and, hence, a firm should hold more cash when the degree of IA is higher. On the other hand, this same argument is especially important for firms with large investment opportunities, and according to the pecking order theory these firms use cash in the first place. Therefore, completely opposite predictions for the influence of IA on the level of cash can be derived. The free cash flow hypothesis also leads to ambiguous predictions. One could argue that firms with a higher degree of IA hold more cash, because managers are reluctant to distribute excess cash to shareholders. In contrast, more pronounced IA could also result in lower cash holdings, because managers are able to dissipate cash. Due to these difficulties to formulate clear predictions, we follow the second strand of the literature and investigate the influence of IA on the value of cash rather than on the level of cash. Specifically, we study the marginal value of cash in the presence of firm-specific and time-varying IA.
Although previous studies already investigated the value consequences of corporate cash holdings, they put their emphasis on corporate governance issues rather than on IA. These studies document that a weak corporate governance regime has detrimental effects on the value of cash (Dittmar et al., 2003; Pinkowitz et al., 2006; Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith, 2007) . In this paper, we focus on firm-specific and time-varying IA and its impact on the market value of cash. We test whether in periods with a higher degree of IA cash holdings contribute more or less to firm value than in periods with a lower degree of IA. On the one hand, a positive relationship would support Myers and Majluf's (1984) hypothesis that external finance is costly and cash provides a valuable buffer. On the other hand, a negative relationship would be consistent with Jensen's (1986) notion that increased managerial discretion induces managers to squander corporate liquidity. We test these two hypotheses and investigate which effect outweighs the other. Our sample contains 7,474 firms from 45 countries over the period from 1995 to 2005. The dispersion of analysts' earnings forecasts serve as our main proxy for IA. We use both the actual cash ratio and an estimated metric labeled 'excess cash' to compute the impact on firm valuation in connection with firm-specific and time-varying IA. Our results are based on fixed effects estimations and the Fama-MacBeth procedure.
Our results reveal that the value shareholders place on the marginal value of cash (without considering IA) is around one dollar, on average. However, the marginal value of cash decreases significantly when IA is incorporated. This evidence provides a corroboration of Jensen's (1986) free cash flow theory, i.e., the costs from holding cash (creating moral hazard problems) outweighs its benefits (avoiding costly external finance). In order to distinguish more precisely between the two opposing hypotheses, we split the sample according to measures for the quality of corporate governance as well as financial constraints.
We document that the value of cash is higher if corporate governance is better, which reinforces the free cash flow hypothesis. The results for our sample sorts based on financial constraints do not allow clear-cut conclusions. As a robustness test, following Opler et al. (1999) , we derive a measure for 'excess cash' and use it in the valuation regressions instead of the actual cash ratio. Our results remain qualitatively the same for this alternative metric.
Taken together, our findings have important implications. We are unable to support the hypothesis that financial slack is valuable, as it is predicted by the pecking order theory. Our findings indicate that it is not in the shareholders' interest that firms hoard liquidity due to problems induced by IA. The precautionary motive to hold cash appears to be questionable. However, these findings do not contradict the pecking order theory in general. We do not suggest that firms should not use internal funds in the first place before external funds are raised. Instead, we rather argue that it is not optimal for firms to accumulate cash with the intention to avoid (costly) external finance in future states when IA is high.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the theoretical background, present our hypotheses, and reviews the related literature. Section 3 describes the data and presents the methodologies we use in our empirical study. Section 4 reports the results and shows various robustness tests. Finally, section 5 provides concluding remarks and suggestions for further research.
2 Theoretical Background, Hypotheses, and Related Literature
Theoretical Background and Hypotheses
According to the pecking order theory (Myers, 1984; Myers and Majluf, 1984) , firms prefer internal to external finance. This theory is based on the assumption that corporate insiders are better informed than shareholders. Due to IA managers could be forced to forgo positive NPV projects if internal funds are not sufficient to finance the optimal investment program. In this situation, financial slack is valuable.
In the Myers and Majluf (1984) model, the only opportunity to issue stock without loss of market value occurs if IA is nonexistent or at least negligibly small. This idea describes the notion of time-varying adverse selection costs. 3 According to this hypothesis, there are states in which firms are not restricted in their access to external capital and other states in which external finance is prohibitively costly. If external finance is prohibitive, financial slack is especially important and an additional unit of cash will presumably have a higher value. This reasoning results in our first hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1: In periods with a higher degree of IA cash has more value for a firm than in periods when the degree of IA is lower.
3
The idea of time-varying IA is implemented in the models of Viswanath (1993) and Korajczyk et al. (1992) . They show that it can be optimal for a firm to deviate from a strict pecking order rule and to finance a new investment project with new equity even if there are other financial resources available.
Based on Jensen's (1986) free cash flow theory, however, the opposite relationship could be expected.
Internal funds allow managers to shield themselves away from the rigor of the capital market. In this case, they do not need the approval of capital providers and are free to decide according to their own discretion. As managers are generally reluctant to pay out funds, they have an incentive to invest even when there are no positive NPV projects available. With increasing managerial discretion to use funds for value-destroying projects when cash reserves are high, there are limitations to self-serving behavior due to corporate governance mechanisms, e.g., the market for corporate control (Stulz, 1988) . However, the higher the degree of IA, the more difficult it becomes for outsiders to distinguish between valuedestroying and optimal investments. Specifically, shareholders may be unable to determine whether high cash reserves are based on an optimal liquidity management or whether they are the result of managerial risk aversion (Fama and Jensen, 1983) . This reasoning boils down to our second hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2: In periods with a higher degree of IA cash has less value for a firm than in periods when the degree of IA is lower.
Empirical test of these two hypotheses involve three major difficulties:
(i)How to disentangle the effects of the two conflicting hypotheses? The two hypotheses contain opposing expectations concerning the influence of IA on the value of cash. If no relationship can be detected, it cannot be ruled out that both effects are at work and cancel each other out. Even if a relationship can be detected, it still cannot be ruled out that the opposite effect is also existent, albeit to a lesser degree.
Although we are ultimately interested in the overall (net) effect, we attempt to disentangle these two effects by splitting our sample into subgroups. The first hypothesis is strongly related to the access to external finance. Splitting the sample according to the degree of financial constraints, one would expect that in the subsample encompassing constrained firms the value of cash is higher when the degree of IA is also high. This finding would support our hypothesis 1, regardless of the overall (net) effect. In contrast, our hypothesis 2 will presumably be more relevant for firms with weaker corporate governance structures.
Splitting the sample according to this criterion, the value of cash in combination with a high degree of IA is presumably lower in the subgroup of firms with weaker governance structures. This finding would support our hypothesis 2, regardless of the overall (net) effect.
(ii) How to measure firm-specific and time-varying IA? To analyze the relationship between the value of cash and time-varying IA, a reliable firm-specific proxy for IA is required. We choose two measures that were used in the previous research and are meanwhile well-established: (1) the dispersion of analysts' forecasts is used in our main model specification, and (2) analysts' forecast errors are used in a robustness test. A detailed discussion of both proxy variables is provided in section 3.1.1.
(iii) How to measure the value of cash? While our study represents, to the best of our knowledge, the first that investigates the influence of IA on the value of cash, it is not the first one that analyzes the value of cash in different settings. Fama and French (1998) study the impact of debt and dividends on firm value. Pinkowitz et al. (2006) modify their regression model to estimate the marginal value of cash. Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007) also use a modified version of the Fama and French (1998) method to estimate the impact of cash on firm value. Specifically, they estimate the value of liquidity in relation to a firm's corporate governance system. In our empirical analysis, we also adapt the Fama and French (1998) valuation regression to test the impact of IA on the value of cash. A comprehensive description of the different methods we use is provided in section 3.2.
Related Literature
There is a growing literature that investigates the value of a marginal dollar (Pinkowitz et al., 2006; Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith, 2007; Faulkeneder and Wang, 2006) . These papers are related to our work as they also study the value of cash. However, their theoretical framework is different from ours. They do not analyze the relationship between the value of cash and firm-specific and time-varying IA. Nevertheless, there are several other papers that are related to our research question. In this section, we refer to studies that (i) find evidence for the pecking order theory in the presence of time-varying adverse selection costs (background of our hypothesis 1), (ii) empirically test the free cash flow hypothesis (background of our hypothesis 2), or (iii) examine a related question based on these two propositions. Autore and Kovacs (2006) provide evidence that firms prefer to access financial markets and issue equity when the level of IA is low. They document support for the pecking order theory when time-varying adverse selection costs are included into the model. Given their findings, one would expect that cash is more important for firms and have a higher market value in periods when IA is more pronounced. In contrast, Leary and Roberts (2007) report that the pecking order theory is not able to explain firms' financing decisions even in states when information IA is high. Different measures of IA could be an explanation for these contradictory findings. While Autore and Kovacs (2006) use a firm-specific and time-varying proxy for IA, Leary and Roberts (2007) rely on an aggregated proxy based on 'hot' (high equity issuance) and 'cold' (low equity issuance) stock market periods. 4 . We suggest that it is of crucial importance to measure IA on a firm-level basis, because IA presumably does not behave in the same way over time for all firms.
4
This latter method follows previous work by Choe et al. (1993) Nohel and Tarhan (1998) investigate the impact of share repurchases on operating performance. Their empirical findings reveal that operating performance improves after share repurchases, but only for firms that have low growth opportunities. Contrary to what one would expect, the improved performance following a share repurchase does not result from better growth opportunities but rather from the more efficient employment of assets. The authors conclude that their findings can best be explained by the free cash flow hypothesis. Dittmar et al. (2003) provide more direct evidence on the agency costs of managerial discretion in connection with corporate cash holdings. They study more than 11,000 firms from over 45 countries and document that firms in countries with a low level of investor protection hold double the amount of cash when compared to firms in countries with a high level of shareholder rights. Their results become even more pronounced when they control for the capital market development. In countries with a low level of investor protection, shareholders simply lack the means to force managers to distribute cash.
Overall, Dittmar et al. (2003) argue that their findings support the free cash flow hypothesis. Pinkowitz and Williamson (2004) also focus on the influence of country-level investor protection on the value of cash holdings. Their findings reveal that cash is worth less in countries where minority shareholder rights are weaker. Similarly, Kalcheva and Lins (2006) document that firms with weak corporate governance structures at the corporate level hold more cash, and this effect becomes stronger for firms in countries with a low level of investor protection. Taken together, these studies suggest that poor protection of investor rights at the firm-level as well as at the country-level make it easier for managers to dissipate cash for their own ends.
The paper by Lundstrum (2003) is closely related to our study as it explicitly focuses on IA. He tests whether the benefits from accessing an internal capital market in order to avoid selling underpriced securities outweigh the agency costs created by the availability of liquid resources. On the one hand, building on Williamson's (1986) information cost theory, Lundstrum (2003) argues that internal capital markets have a positive effect on firm value for two reasons. First, firms do not have to sell undervalued securities if IA masks the true value of the shares. Second, internal capital markets allow managers to undergo investments that the capital market would be unwilling to finance, because IA hinders managers to convey their informational advantage credibly to the market. On the other hand, the free cash flow theory predicts that more liquid funds at the manager's discretion lead to agency costs due to money squandering. An internal capital market presumably increases liquid assets and amplifies the resulting agency costs. Lundstrum's (2003) results reveal that although access to an internal capital market exerts a positive effect on firm value, this effect only shows up for firms with a low level of IA. In the case of pronounced IA, there are no gains from the availability of an internal capital market. This observation corroborates the free cash flow theory.
Data and Empirical Methodology
Our regression specifications are based on the method proposed by Fama and French (1998) . They investigate how firm value is related to dividends and corporate debt. Pinkowitz and Williamson (2004) , Pinkowitz et al. (2006) , and Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007) use a modified version of this approach to estimate the value of cash holdings. We also employ a modified version of the Fama and French (1998) valuation regression in our empirical analysis. This approach requires variables on firm characteristics.
First, we need data on firm value and cash holdings. Second, we require various control variables to avoid an omitted variables bias. All variables used in our empirical analysis are described in section 3.2, where we also explain the empirical methodology. Most important, to investigate the influence of IA on the value of cash, we need a measure for the level of IA. This metric is explained in section 3.1.1. Section 3.1.2 describes our international sample, and in section 3.1.3 we present our sample splits that are used to test for the influence of financial constraints and the corporate governance structure on the value of cash in conjunction with firm-level and time-varying IA. Choe et al. (1993) use announcement effects to measure the level of IA. Announcements presumably reveal information to the market. On the one hand, a lower price reaction indicates that market participants are less surprised by the news, i.e., the level of IA was low. On the other hand, a lower reaction could indicate that corporate actions possess low signaling power, also indicating that the level of IA was low. The main disadvantage of announcement effects as a proxy for IA is that they can only be measured discretely at the time of an announcement and not continuously on a firm-level basis.
Data Description

Measures of Information Asymmetry
Alternatively, previous studies use size (Ozkan and Ozkan, 2004) or the market-to-book ratio (Frank and Goyal, 2003) as a proxy for IA. Large firms are better monitored and more information is publicly available.
Growth opportunities entail more uncertainty about the future state of the firm. However, as emphasized by Autore and Kovacs (2005) , both size and growth opportunities are only useful in capturing the crosssectional variation among firms rather than the time series variation of IA for each firm. Accordingly, the use of these variables as proxies for IA can nullify the advantages of having panel data.
Other proxies are capable to capture both the cross-section and the time series variation of IA. Krishnaswami and Subramaniam (1999) discuss five different proxies that are frequently used in empirical corporate finance studies: the volatility of abnormal returns around earnings announcements, the volatil-ity of daily stock returns, the errors in analysts' forecasts, normalized forecast errors, and the standard deviation of analysts' forecasts. The return volatility around earnings announcements is not a feasible measure of IA in a cross-country study. The volatility of stock returns does not allow to distinguish between risk in a broader sense and the effect of IA. The errors in analysts' forecasts capture the difference between the mean forecasts and the actual earnings per share. Krishnaswami and Subramaniam (1999) argue that the errors in analysts' forecasts are an especially appropriate proxy for IA. Earlier work by Elton et al. (1984) provides evidence that most of the forecast error in the last month of the fiscal year can be explained by misestimation of firm-specific factors rather than by misestimation of economy-wide or industry factors. Therefore, we use this measure as a proxy for IA. Since this variable could still be influenced by risk, Krishnaswami and Subramaniam (1999) divide the errors in analysts' forecasts by the volatility of the firm's quarterly earnings. This approach delivers normalized forecast errors. Because we do not have quarterly data for most countries in our sample, we cannot apply this correction for risk and use the errors in analysts' forecasts (without normalization) only in a robustness test in section 4.3.
In our main model specifications, we choose the dispersion of analysts' forecasts as our proxy for IA. This variable measures the standard deviation of the forecasts across different analysts. Greater disagreement across analysts presumably indicates a higher level of IA. Most important, Diether et al. (2002) provide evidence that the dispersion of analysts' forecasts is not merely a proxy for risk. 5 Several studies confirm this relationship between the dispersion of analysts' forecasts and the level of IA. For example, Parkash et al. (1995) analyze the relationship between firm-specific attributes and the uncertainty in analysts' earnings predictions. They document that the amount and quality of information available about a firm significantly influence the volatility of the earnings forecasts. D 'Mello and Ferris (2000) report stronger announcement effects for firms whose forecasts exhibit lower dispersion. Finally, Autore and Kovacs (2006) also use analysts' forecasts as their proxy for IA. 6 They report that firms avoid to access financial markets in periods with a high degree of IA. 7 5 Observing a negative relationship between analysts' dispersion and future stock returns, they argue that dispersion cannot proxy for risk. We control for this relationship in the robustness tests in section 4.3.
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The proxy for IA used by Autore and Kovacs (2006) is also based on dispersion, but they compute the variable in a different way. Specifically, they divide the dispersion in a given quarter by the average of the dispersion in the prior four quarters to capture the time series variation of dispersion rather than the cross-sectional variation. Since we have no quarterly data for most of our firms, we cannot divide dispersion by an average of prior dispersion. If we used the values of the prior years instead of the prior quarters, we would lose too many observations. However, focusing on the within-dimension in a fixed effects model, our estimations are also based on the time-variation of IA. In a robustness test, Autore and Kovacs (2006) also use the unscaled dispersion and estimate a fixed effects model. Their results remain qualitatively the same. Krishnaswami and Subramaniam (1999) use two additional measures for IA, which we do not use in our study. First, they look at the stock market reaction to the announcement of quarterly earnings. We cannot use this variable due to data limitations. Second, they use the residual volatility of stock returns as a proxy for IA. The main problem with this variable is that one cannot distinguish between the effect of risk in general and the effect of IA. Another variable that is sometimes used to proxy for IA is the number of analysts covering a firm (Lundstrum, 2003) . We choose not to use this variable, because we consider it more as a proxy for firm size rather than for IA.
To compute the dispersion of analysts' forecasts, we use the one-year consensus forecasts of the earnings per share provided by I/B/E/S. Firm observations are excluded if the standard deviation of the forecasts is not based on the estimates of at least three analysts. The dispersion of these forecasts (defined as the firm-level standard deviation of all forecasts across the various analysts) is not updated each month for every firm. If we took the data only for one specific month, we would loose all firm-year observations for which no (updated) estimate for this particular month is available. Therefore, we calculate the average of the monthly dispersions for each year. 8 In order to make this measure comparable across different firms, the standard deviation of the forecasts needs to be scaled. This is usually done by dividing the standard deviation either by the stock price, the absolute value of the mean forecast, or the absolute value of the median forecast. As our dependent variable (firm value) is related to the stock price, we do not use the stock price for scaling and rather divide by the median forecast to avoid an endogeneity problem. 9 By adding one to this measure and taking the natural logarithm, our measure converges to a normal distribution. Therefore, our proxy for IA is:
where the standard deviation is the mean of the standard deviations taken over the entire year. A more detailed version of this formula is presented in the appendix. The descriptive statistics of this variable is provided in Table 2 in section 3.2.1.
The Sample
Our data set covers the period from 1995 to 2005. All firms from the different countries are included for which I/B/E/S provides analysts' forecasts and for which we can retrieve company data from Worldscope. 10 We use yearly data, because for most countries quarterly accounting data are not available.
Moreover, because of the specific nature of their business, financial firms and utilities are omitted from the sample. In order to ensure comparative data, firms whose fiscal year does not end with the calendar year are excluded. To reduce the impact of outliers, we trim all variables at the 1% and the 99% tails.
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Towards the end of each year dispersion decreases, because unexpected events become less probable and uncertainty is resolved. Since we do not have the dispersion for each firm in every month, this average could underestimate the dispersion of firms for which we have no observations in the first months of the year. Therefore, as a robustness check, we compute the average dispersion using only a few months. For January and February, forecasts are only available for a small portion of our sample firms, and dispersion varies widely. When we only use the average of the dispersion in March, April, and May of a given year, our results do not change qualitatively.
9
Our results do not qualitatively change if the mean is used instead of the median.
10
If the variable dispM cannot be calculated for at least one year, this firm is excluded from our analysis.
Finally, we exclude countries with fewer than 30 firm-year observations. In the most basic specification, our (unbalanced) sample consists of 7,474 firms and 42,746 firm-year observations from 45 countries.
Variables Used to Divide the Sample into Subgroups
We divide our sample into several subgroups in order to test whether corporate governance structures and financial constraints have an impact on the way IA influences the value of cash. This approach allows us to better differentiate between hypothesis 1 (related to costly external finance due to adverse selection) and hypothesis 2 (related to the free cash flow problem). Table 1 contains a list of the countries contained in our sample together with the descriptive statistics of the variables that are measured at the country level.
The following variables are used to split the sample into subgroups in order to investigate the influence of corporate governance (using median-splits where applicable):
Rule of law index: Among other things, the rule of law index captures the extent to which agents have confidence in the rules of society, the quality of contract enforcement, and the courts. It is generally assumed that firms in countries with a lower rule of law index work under weaker corporate governance structures. This variable is provided by the Worldbank. We use the index for the year 2000, i.e., the year in the middle of our sample period.
Corruption index:
The corruption index measures the extent to which public power is used to extract private gains in different countries. Generally, firms in countries with a higher extent of corruption exhibit weaker corporate governance structures. This variable is also provided by the Worldbank, and we use the index for the year 2000.
Anti-director-rights index:
This index is an aggregated measure for the level of shareholder rights in a country. It is taken from the data provided on the website of Rafael La Porta. 11 A detailed description of the construction of this index can be found in La Porta et al. (1998) . Again, we use the index for the year 2000.
Legal system: Countries can be classified according to their different law traditions. While civil law is based on a series of written codes or laws, common law is developed by custom. La Porta et al.
(1998) document that in common law countries minority shareholders are better protected against expropriation by insiders compared to civil law countries. The legal system classification is again taken from the data provided on the website of Rafael La Porta.
11
http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/rafael.laporta/publications.html.
Closely held shares: While the previous variables are only available at the country level, we also use one variable that can be measured at the firm-level. Specifically, we collect the percentage of shares held by corporate insiders. Time series data is taken from Worldscope. For sample splits that are based on this variable, we use various cut-off levels (see section 4.1).
In order to investigate the influence of financial constraints, the following variables are used to split the sample into subgroups (again using median-splits where applicable):
Stock market capitalization to GDP: This variable is computed as the ratio of the value of listed shares in a country to its gross domestic product. We expect countries with a higher ratrio to have a higher developed capital market. Accordingly, firms in these countries should have better access to capital, i.e., they are less constrained. This variable is provided on the website of Ross Levine. 12
We use the values for the year 2000, i.e., the year in the middle of our sample period.
Private bond market capitalization to GDP: This variable is computed as the ratio of a country's private domestic debt securities (issued by financial institutions and corporations) to its gross domestic product. A higher ratio is interpreted as firms in a country being less constrained. The data is also provided on the website of Ross Levine, and the values are for the year 2000.
Firm size: While the previous two measures are only available at the country level, using firm size as a proxy for the extent of financial constraints allows us to divide the sample at a firm-level basis.
According to Almeida et al. (2004) , small firms tend to be constrained. Firm size is measured by the firm's market capitalization and is derived as a time series from Worldscope.
Payout ratio: As a final proxy for financial constraints, we use the payout ratio. This variable is measured at the firm-level and is defined as the ratio of total dividends and share repurchases to operating income. Almeida et al. (2004) suggest that firms with a small payout ratio tend to be constrained. Time series data are taken from Worldscope.
A limitation is that there is not always a clear-cut distinction between the variables that are used to split the sample according to the corporate governance structure and those that are used to differentiate the sample according to financial constraints. For instance, the legal system is used as a proxy for the strength of the corporate governance structure. At the same time, civil law countries generally have smaller and narrower capital markets (La Porta et al., 1998) , i.e., the legal system could also be associated with the degree of financial constraints.
12 www.econ.brown.edu/fac/Ross Levine/Publications.htm
Empirical Methodology
In the recent empirical cash literature, three different approaches have been pursued to estimate the value of cash. We focus on the approach of Pinkowitz et al. (2006) as our main regression specification. To check the robustness of our results, we build on the approach of Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007) . 13 The following sections describe these two methods in more detail and show how we extend them to estimate the impact of firm-specific and time-varying IA on the market value of cash.
The Approach by Pinkowitz, Stulz, and Williamson (2006)
The starting point is the valuation model in Fama and French (1998) , who examine the influence of debt and dividends on firm value. Their basic regression specification is:
with:
Total market value of the firm (market value of equity plus book value of debt)
A t : Book value of total assets
Earnings before interest and extraordinary items (but after depreciation and taxes)
RD t : R&D expenditures
Interest expenses
Past two-year change of the variable X, i.e., X t−2 − X t dX t+2 : Future two-year change of the variable X, i.e X t − X t+2
All variables are scaled by total assets (A t ). The dependent variable is the spread of value over cost. The control variables (in levels and differences) are included into the model to capture expectations about future earnings and other effects that potentially influence the value of the firm. To estimate the value of cash, Pinkowitz et al. (2006) modify this equation in three respects. First, they split up the change in assets into its cash and non-cash components. Second, they use V t (scaled by A t ) as the dependent variable. This allows them to interpret the coefficient on cash as the market value of one dollar (i.e., the marginal value of cash). And third, they use one-year differences instead of two-year differences, implying
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The approach that is not used in this study is the method of Faulkeneder and Wang (2006) . They regress the cash ratio (in levels and differences) on excess stock returns.
that fewer observations are lost. Taken together, to estimate the relationship between market value and cash holdings, Pinkowitz et al. (2006) use the following regression specification:
Net assets (book value of total assets minus cash)
Past one-year change of the variable X t , i.e., X t−1 − X t dX t+1 : Future one-year change of the variable X, i.e., X t − X t+1
The most important coefficient is β 16 , which measures the contribution of changes in cash holdings to firm value. The original Fama and French (1998) valuation model includes lead variables as proxies for expectations. However, an increase in cash holdings could also change expectations about future growth.
Therefore, Pinkowitz et al. (2006) use an alternative specification, where they include the level of cash instead of the differences:
With this equation, the coefficient on the level of cash, β 16 , measures the sensitivity of firm value to a one-dollar increase in cash holdings. Provided that the impact of a change in cash holdings on future cash flows is captured by the variables in the Fama and French (1998) model that capture expectations, the coefficient on cash holdings is an estimate of the market value of a marginal dollar of cash. We use this second approach as our main regression specification, but we also employ the first approach as a robustness test. As specified in our hypotheses in section 2.1, we are ultimately interested in the value of cash in connection with firm-specific and time-varying IA. In order to measure this effect, an additional interaction term is included into the model. This variable is calculated by multiplying the cash level (C )
by the dispersion of analysts' forecasts (dispM ). Additionally, the variable dispM i,t itself is used as an explanatory variable to control for a direct influence of IA on firm value. We use a fixed effects estimator in order to focus on the within-dimension of the data. To control for macroeconomic effects, we include time dummy variables into the model. This results in our final model, where α i and µ t denote entity-and time-fixed effects:
+ β 6 RD i,t + β 7 dRD i,t + β 8 dRD i,t+1 + β 9 I i,t + β 10 dI i,t + β 11 dI i,t+1
The main coefficient of interest is β 17 . This coefficient on the interaction term measures the market value of a marginal dollar of cash in connection with firm-specific and time-varying IA. A positive coefficient supports our hypothesis 1 (related to the pecking order theory), a negative one supports our hypothesis 2 (related to the free-cash flow theory).
Statistical inference of the model is based on Driscoll and Kraay (1998) Table 2 . 15 The values are very similar to those presented in Pinkowitz and Williamson (2004) .
The Approach by Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007)
As a robustness test, we adapt the approach of Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007) in order to measure the influence of cash on firm value in connection with firm-specific and time-varying IA. Their model is not used as our main specification for two reasons. First, our hypothesis 1 is based on the pecking order theory. In a strict pecking order world, there is no cash optimum. This alternative approach, however, requires to calculate 'excess cash' as the deviation from a target cash level. Second, the calculation of 'excess cash' requires variables that are not available for all firms, which reduces our sample size.
Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007) also take the Fama and French (1998) Höchle (2007) shows in a Monte Carlo simulation that the finite sample properties of Driscoll and Kraay's nonparametric covariance matrix estimator are significantly better than those of commonly used alternatives if cross-sectional dependence is present.
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Following Pinkowitz and Williamson (2004) , but in contrast to Pinkowitz et al. (2006) and in Fama and French (1998) , the dividend payments capture total payouts and include share repurchases.
variable, the level of 'excess cash' must be calculated in a first step. In fact, estimating the model requires a two-step procedure. In a first step, the normal level of cash is predicted following the specification suggested by Opler et al. (1999) . The residuals from this predictive regression, i.e., the difference between the actual and the predicted cash level, are defined as 'excess cash'. In a second step, the valuation regression is run using this excess cash measure instead of the level of cash as an explanatory variable.
Excess cash refers to the amount of cash holdings that can neither be justified based on the transaction cost motive nor the precautionary motive. The first hypothesis suggests that a certain level of cash is necessary in order to economize on transaction costs (Keynes, 1936; Miller and Orr, 1966) . Transaction costs are determined by firm characteristics that either increase the probability and economic costs of cash shortfalls and/or increase the costs of raising external funds. In order to control for this effect, Opler et al. (1999) and Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007) include net assets (total assets minus cash), net working capital, and a proxy for cash flow volatility as control variables in their predictive regressions. The second hypothesis suggests that cash is held due to the precautionary motive. It is built on the premise that financial slack is valuable if growth opportunities are high and external finance is prohibitively costly due to adverse selection problems (Myers and Majluf, 1984) . Accordingly, we control for investment opportunities (market-to-book ratio), cash flow, and access to external capital as measured by firm size (book value of assets in U.S. dollars as of year 2000). As suggested by Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007) , however, an endogeneity problem occurs if the raw market-to-book ratio is used to predict the 'normal' level of cash in order to calculate excess cash, and excess cash is then taken to predict the market-to-book ratio. Therefore, Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007) instrument the market-to-book ratio with past sales growth (SALESg) and then use this instrumented market-to-book ratio to predict cash holdings. We endorse their approach and instrument the market-to-book ratio by the average of last year's and the current year's sales growth. To fully adhere to Opler et al. (1999) , we also include capital expenditures, leverage, and a dividend dummy. The regression model to estimate the optimal level of cash is: 16
16 Opler et al. (1999) also include a regulation dummy, whereas we include sector dummies. Furthermore, we cannot use an industry sigma as our volatility measure due to multicollinearity and use the standard deviation of the firm's stock price instead. Our results remain qualitatively the same when we calculate the volatility of cash flows averaged over the sectors and omit the sector dummies in the predictive regression. The predictive regression is estimated using the Fama-MacBeth approach. Excess cash, denoted as ExCash, is calculated then as the difference between the actual cash ratio and the exponential of the predicted log cash ratio. The descriptive statistics of the necessary data are presented in Panel B of Table 2 . The values are broadly in line with those reported in Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007) .
Having determined excess cash in a first step, Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007) continue by calculating the effects of this variable on the value of the firm in a second step. Excess cash filters out the components of the actual cash ratio that cannot be directly related to operational needs or investment opportunities.
It is presumably held for discretionary reasons and is especially prone to managerial squandering, i.e., it can more easily be siphoned off when compared to plant or equipment. Therefore, excess cash is directly related to Jensen's (1986) free cash flow hypothesis. In order to test the market value of excess cash in connection with firm-specific and time-varying IA, we use an extended version of the Fama and French (1998) valuation model:
Following Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007) , all variables are scaled by net assets, and the valuation regression is estimated using a fixed effects model for positive values of excess cash. We hypothesize that IA affects the impact of excess cash on firm value. We test this notion by interacting the dispersion of analysts' forecasts with excess cash to determine the incremental impact on firm value. Therefore, the main coefficient of interest is β 17 . Again, a positive coefficient supports our hypothesis 1 (related to the pecking order theory), a negative one supports our hypothesis 2 (related to the free-cash flow theory).
The model is again estimated using fixed effects and Driscoll and Kraay (1998) standard errors.
4 Empirical Tests of the Hypotheses 4.1 Results from the Approach by Pinkowitz, Stulz, and Williamson (2006) We start with the results from the approach suggested by Williamson (2004) and Pinkowitz et al. (2006) . Table 3 presents the results of the model without IA. They provide the basis for a comparison of the estimated coefficients with those in previous studies that do not incorporate the influence of IA.
Most of the coefficients have the expected signs, and many are similar in magnitude to those in Pinkowitz and Williamson (2004) . Nevertheless, there are several differences. For example, they present a positive coefficient on the earnings variable (E t ) in the Fama-MacBeth model compared to a negative one in the fixed effects specification. In contrast, we report positive coefficients in both specifications. An explanation is that the Fama-MacBeth approach cannot control for firm fixed effects. Another observation is that the estimated coefficient on earnings changes (dE t ) is negative in the fixed effects model and positive when the Fama-MacBeth approach is used. However, only the positive coefficient is statistically significant.
The most important coefficients are those on cash (C) and on changes in cash (dC t ). We focus on the fixed effects model that includes the level of cash as an explanatory variable. Using the entire sample, the estimated coefficient on cash is 0.696. It is strongly significant and can be interpreted as the market value of a dollar of cash. The comparable coefficient in Pinkowitz and Williamson (2004) is 1.05, but they only use a U.S. sample. Therefore, our results should rather be compared with those in Pinkowitz et al. (2006) , who use an international sample. They do not report the corresponding coefficient for their whole sample but only for subgroups of countries. In addition, they only use the Fama-MacBeth approach. Depending on the subgroups (e.g., high versus low corruption countries), they report coefficients that range between 0.03 and 1.24. Our estimated coefficient lies within this range and should be considered as economically plausible. Inspecting the results from alternative estimation methods in Table 3 , however, it becomes apparent that the coefficients on C and dC t vary considerably. The only consistent result is that the coefficients on cash and those on cash changes are higher in the U.S. subsample compared to the non-U.S. subsample in every model. Nevertheless, we do not argue to estimate the effective market value of cash holdings. Instead, our goal is to assess whether the impact of firm-specific and time-varying IA on the market value of a dollar of cash is positive or negative. 17 Table 4 presents the results of the models that include the dispersion of analysts' earnings forecasts (dispM ), which is our measure for firm-specific and time-varying IA, and its interaction term with cash. 18
Most important, we report a significantly negative coefficient on the interaction variable. We interpret this result as support for our hypothesis 2, suggesting that cash holdings have less value for a firm in periods with a high degree of IA. Therefore, the free cash flow problem seems to be more relevant in connection with IA than the advantage of having a liquidity reserve when the (adverse selection) costs of raising external funds are prohibitive. To check whether this negative effect of IA on liquidity is also economically significant, we calculate-recognizing the limitations of this exercise-the marginal value of cash conditional on the level of IA. Including an interaction term into the analysis, the market value of an additional dollar of cash is as follows:
Looking at the results of the fixed effects model, the estimated coefficient on cash is 0.782, and that on the interaction term is -0.594. Based on the median value of dispM (0.109, see Table 2 ), the marginal value of an additional dollar of cash is 0.717 (= 0.782 − 0.594 × 0.109). An increase in the degree of IA by one standard deviation (0.249, see Table 2 ) results in a marginal value of cash that is 0.148 dollar lower, hence, the market value of an additional dollar of cash decreases to 0.569. Therefore, the negative effect of IA on the value of cash is also economically significant. To control for the direct influence of the dispersion of analysts' earnings forecasts on firm value, we include the variable dispM. The results suggest that this relationship is ambiguous. On the one hand, a negative relation can be explained by the notion that IA is generally unfavorable from an investor's perspective. On the other hand, a positive relation may be related to Miller (1977) , who argues that a higher divergence of opinions among investors tends to increase the market value of securities as only the most optimistic investors engage in trading. 19
17
The limitations of the standard interpretations become particularly apparent when the scaling of the variables is changed (e.g., using net assets instead of total assets). In results not reported here, we find qualitatively similar results, although the coefficients on C and on dCt change considerably in some specifications.
18
The observations for which dispM is not defined drop out from the sample. The numbers of groups remain the same in all specifications, because we exclude all firms for which dispM is not defined in at least one year in a first step.
In Table 5 , we present more detailed results from splitting our sample according to firm characteristics.
First, we differentiate by firm size (based on the market capitalization) and by the payout ratio (including dividends and share repurchases) to test the impact of financial constraints. Second, the sample is split by the proportion of insider ownership (closely held shares) to test the influence of the quality of corporate governance. Based on the fixed effects model, we conclude that cash tends to have a higher market value for small firms than for large firms. This finding is consistent with the notion that large firms are less constrained and can more easily access financial markets in order to raise external funds. However, this result is not robust if the Fama-MacBeth approach is used. The results for the interaction term are more robust and suggest that the negative effect of IA on the market value of cash is tend to be weaker for small firms. Presumably, both effects of the two conflicting hypotheses are at work. The overall negative effect of IA on the market value of an additional dollar of cash (as predicted by our hypothesis 2) is to some extent canceled out by an opposing effect, implying that cash is relatively more valuable in periods with pronounced IA due to higher adverse selection costs (as predicted by our hypothesis 1). When the payout ratio is used as a proxy for the degree of financial constraints, we again find that cash is more valuable for firms that face financial constraints (low payout subgroup). However, the results involving the interaction term are mixed.
A final split of our sample on the firm-level by the percentage of closely held shares produces three subgroups. Specifically, we follow Morck et al. (1988) and choose three cut-off levels for insider ownership:
0-5%, 5-25%, and 25% or more. 20 Based on previous findings, one would expect that cash has less value and that IA has a more negative impact on firm value when insider ownership falls into the range between 5% and 25% due to an entrenchment effect that dominates an incentive-alignment effect. Firms in this medium range of insider ownership presumably suffer more from moral hazard problems, because managers could fleece their minority shareholders more easily. In contrast to this prediction, we report for most models that cash has a higher market value in this subsample. These findings indicate that the incentive effect dominates the entrenchment effect in the middle range of ownership concentration. They there is a tendency that the negative influence of IA on the marginal value of cash is more pronounced for firms with low insider shareholdings.
In Table 6 , we report the results when our sample is splitted using measures for the quality of corporate governance and financial constraints at the country-level. The first three models are based on the rule of 20 Opler et al. (1999) use the same cut-off levels.
law index, the anti-director-rights index, and the corruption index. For each index, the sample is divided into two groups according to a higher or lower index value than the median country. A higher index value indicates that a country applies better corporate governance practices. In most instances, our results confirm the expectations. In line with Jensen's (1986) free cash flow hypothesis, the coefficient on cash tends to be higher for firms located in countries with a higher index value, and the negative influence of IA on the market value of cash tends to be stronger for firms in countries with a lower index value. These results support the notion of our hypothesis 2 that the problems associated with IA are more pronounced for firms that operate in countries with lower corporate governance standards.
The final two sample splits are based on financing practices at the country-level. We use both the ratio of stock and private bond market capitalization divided by the gross domestic product as measures of financial constraints. Presumably, in countries with lower ratios, internal finance is even more important than in other countries and cash holdings are essential. A less negative coefficient on the interaction term or even a positive relationship between cash holdings and IA for firms in constrained countries would support our hypothesis 1 (suggesting that cash has a higher market value when IA is more pronounced). However, we find exactly the opposite result, i.e., both coefficients on cash and on the interaction term are generally smaller for firms in countries with lower ratios. There are two potential explanations for this result. A first explanation is based on the correlation of a country's financing and corporate governance practices.
Common law countries are typically market-based countries, and one expects that these countries also have a higher ratio of bond and stock capitalization to gross domestic product than civil law countries.
La Porta et al. (2000) report that minority shareholders are generally better protected in common law countries. A second explanation for our results is based on role of financial intermediaries and their impact on IA. Civil law countries tend to be bank-based, and financial intermediaries play a major role. Leland and Pyle (1977) suggest that financial intermediaries should be considered as a natural response to IA.
In contrast to shareholders and bondholders, banks know more about a company's prospects than the average investor, because they have privileged access to information. Presumably, the adverse selection problem is less important for banks than for other investors. In market-based countries, where firms typically access financial markets to raise funds, IA is more pronounced than in bank-based countries.
Therefore, our hypothesis 1 may be more important for firms in common law countries.
Results from the Approach by Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007)
The alternative approach to estimate the market value of cash holdings by Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007) includes a measure of excess cash into the model. In Table 7 , we report the results from estimating a variant of the Fama and French (1998) valuation regression including firms that experience a positive value of excess cash. The results are again estimated using fixed effects, and using the Fama-MacBeth approach as a robustness test. The estimated coefficient on excess cash (ExCash) is both statistically and economically significant. Looking at the fixed effects model, the estimated coefficient is 1.905, implying that one dollar put into excess cash increases firm value by more than its par value. This finding is comparable to that in Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007) , who report that a dollar of excess cash increases firm value by two to three dollars, depending on the corporate governance measure they use. However, they avoid to interpret the coefficient on excess cash because of concerns about endogeneity between cash and firm value. The market-to-book ratio, as a proxy for investment opportunities, determines total cash holdings. But cash holdings also affect the market value of the firm and, hence, the market-tobook ratio. Although they use an instrumented market-to-book ratio to compute the normal cash level (implying that excess cash is orthogonal to the market-to-book ratio by construction), they only focus on the interpretation of the interaction term, i.e., excess cash times the corporate governance index.
In order to investigate the value consequences of cash in connection with IA, Table 7 also includes the dispersion of analysts' earnings forecasts (dispM ) as our measure for firm-specific and time-varying IA as well as an interaction term that captures the combined effect of excess cash and IA. Our results reveal that the coefficient on the interaction term is negative and significant in all but one specification. This finding suggests that increasing IA decreases the marginal benefit of holding excess cash and again corroborates our hypothesis 2. In order to illustrate the detrimental value effect of IA, we calculate the market value of an additional dollar of excess cash in connection with IA for the fixed effects model. The coefficient on excess cash in Table 2 ), the market value of one additional dollar of excess cash decreases by 0.115 (6.2%) dollar to 1.747. 22 Overall, we conclude the market value of excess cash is statistically and economically significantly lower when IA is more pronounced. As stated in our hypothesis 2, immediate one explanation is that the agency costs according to the free cash flow theory dominate the potential savings from the availability of internal capital when the degree of IA is higher.
In a final step, we again split the sample into subgroups based on the quality of corporate governance (related to the free cash flow theory) and financing constraints (related to adverse selection problems). 23
The results are reported in Table 8 . The first corporate governance grouping on the country-level is based
21
The calculation is as follows: 1.863 = 1.905 + (−0.479) × 0.088. See section 4.1 for more details on the calculation of the marginal value of cash.
22
The calculation is as follows: 1.747 = 1.905 + (−0.479) × (0.088 + 0.241).
23
We abstain from grouping firms along the dimensions size and payout ratio, because these two characteristics are endogenously related to the computation of excess cash. We also omit the insider ownership split. The corresponding results were insignificant for the actual cash ratio in section 4.1.
on the rule of law index. Supporting our hypothesis 2, the estimated interaction term is more negative in low rule of law countries. A higher degree of IA significantly decreases the market value of an additional dollar of excess cash, and this effect is even more pronounced when the corporate governance environment is weak. A split of the sample according to the anti-director-rights index further supports this notion.
In line with Jensen's (1986) free cash flow theory, the market value of excess cash significantly decreases with increasing IA if the protection of minority shareholders is weak. The evidence for the corruption index points into the same direction. The interaction term for high corruption countries (with a low corruption index) is negative and higher in absolute terms than for low corruption countries. The final split at the country-level is into common law countries and civil law countries. The coefficient on the level of excess cash is lower in civil law countries than in common law countries. This confirms the results by La Porta et al. (1998) , indicating that the corporate governance environment in countries with a civil law tradition is weaker. Moreover, the coefficient on the interaction term is significantly negative in civil law countries and insignificant in common law countries. Taken together, the sample splits according to our corporate governance measures indicate that a higher degree of IA decreases the market value of excess cash, and that this effect is even more pronounced if the quality of corporate governance is low. This finding supports the free cash flow theory of Jensen (1986) . Table 8 also contains the result from sample splits according to financial constraints at the countrylevel. We expect that in countries where the capital market is less developed, e.g., lower stock market capitalization to gross domestic product, hoarding cash becomes more important as external finance is harder to obtain. Therefore, in countries where the capital market development is lower, the coefficient on excess cash is higher and the interaction term with IA presumably less negative. However, this prediction is not borne out by our data. For both measures of the capital market development, the estimated coefficient on excess cash is lower for more constrained countries, and the interaction term is significantly negative only in constrained countries. Again, one potential explanation for these findings is that our measure for capital market development is imperfect, because there is a high correlation between a country's law tradition (i.e., civil law versus common law) and our measure for the capital market development.
Overall, our results again reveal that a higher degree of IA decreases the market value of an additional dollar of cash. This finding is in line with Jensen's (1986) free cash flow argument and supports our hypothesis 2. It contradicts Myers and Majluf's (1984) notion about the value enhancing role of financial slack, in particular, in states when IA is highly pronounced. Therefore, our hypothesis 1 is not supported by the data.
Robustness Tests
To further test the robustness of our results, we change the specification of our main model as well as the definition of several variables. The coefficients of interest are presented in Table 9 . For the sake of brevity, we only report (with one exception) the results of the fixed effects estimation including the level of cash.
For the ease of comparison, Panel A of Table 9 presents the coefficients on cash and on the interaction variable as they were presented in the first column of Table 4 .
• Panel B: Our valuation regressions are based on Fama and French (1998) . While they use two-year changes for the explanatory variables in differences in order to model investors' expectations, we follow Pinkowitz et al. (2006) and Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007) and only use one-year changes.
Using two-year changes instead, our sample becomes smaller, but we still document a negative influence of IA on the market value of cash holdings.
• Panel C: When we estimate the valuation regressions omitting time dummies, the coefficients and their statistical inference do not change qualitatively.
• Panel D: Rather than using fixed effects, we estimate the model using ordinary least squares with cluster robust standard errors (Arellano, 1987; Rogers, 1993) . While the coefficient on the level of cash changes considerably, that on the interaction variable is more stable and remains significant (albeit not at the 1% level).
• Panel E: In order to control for a possible correlation between risk (in a broader sense) and IA, we include two additional variables. First, we add the standard deviation of monthly stock returns over the accounting year as a direct measure for risk. Second, we include the interaction term between the cash and stock return volatility. As before, we report a significantly negative coefficient on the interaction term between cash and IA. In contrast, the estimated coefficient on the interaction term between cash and risk is positive (and significant for non-U.S. firms). This finding can be explained by the notion that cash is more valuable when a firm's business risk is higher. The influences of risk and IA run into opposite directions. Therefore, we conclude that our results cannot be explained by a positive correlation between our measure for IA and risk.
• Panel F: In a final robustness test, we change our proxy for IA. Instead of using the dispersion of analysts' earnings forecasts, we measure IA based on analysts' forecast errors (see the discussion in section 3.1.1). This variable is calculated as follows:
where the forecast of the earnings per share (EPS) is the average of all forecasts provided by the analysts in November and December. The difference between the actual and the forecasted earnings per share in absolute terms is scaled by the median of the earnings per share forecast. Similar to the calculation of dispM, we add one to this ratio and take the natural logarithm. Observations are excluded if the average of the forecasts is not at least based on the estimates of two analysts. The results in Panel F indicate that our main findings are robust to a change of the measure for IA.
Conclusions
This study examines the value effects of corporate cash holdings. The previous literature on cash holdings explores the valuation effects by differentiating firms along their quality of corporate governance. We take a different perspective and focus on the valuation effects of cash in connection with firm-specific and timevarying information asymmetry (IA). Specifically, we present two opposing hypotheses. First, focusing on Myers and Majluf (1984) , cash holdings in combination with a higher degree of IA should have a positive influence on the value of a firm, because the adverse selection costs from external finance can be avoided.
Second, based on Jensen (1986), the free cash flow theory coupled with more pronounced IA leads to moral hazard. Accordingly, the market value of cash should be lower.
To sort out these two opposing hypotheses, we examine a large data set covering 7,474 firms from 45 countries. We use the Fama and French (1998) valuation regressions and derive our results from two different cash models. As suggested by Pinkowitz et al. (2006) , we employ the actual cash ratio in our main model. In a robustness test, we also calculate the excess cash based on Opler et al. (1999) and Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007) . In both specifications, we use the dispersion of analysts' earnings forecasts as our measure for firm-specific and time-varying IA.
When the actual cash ratio is used, our results indicate that the market value of one dollar without taking information asymmetry into account is around 1.0, on average. This result is consistent with previous findings by Pinkowitz and Williamson (2004) and Pinkowitz et al. (2006) . However, the market value of cash is significantly reduced when the firm faces a high level of IA. This evidence suggests that the agency costs of the free cash flow outweigh the benefits from cash as an internal source of finance. To further distinguish between our two opposing hypotheses, we split the sample according to the quality of corporate governance and financial constraints. Taken together, these sample splits reinforce our finding that agency costs due to moral hazard decrease the market value of an additional dollar of cash. Specifically, the market value of cash is higher if the quality of corporate governance is better. The hypothesis that cash is valued higher if a firm is financially constrained is only partly confirmed by our data.
The second approach uses excess cash instead of the cash level as an explanatory variable. The results from this two-step approach stay qualitatively the same. In the basic model, they are similar to Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007) and, hence, we interpret them as an important robustness check. Extending their model, we report that a higher degree of information asymmetry significantly decreases the market value of excess cash. This evidence further supports Jensen's (1986) free cash flow theory. Based on different subsamples, the value of excess cash is again higher if the quality of corporate governance is better.
However, no clear-cut picture emerges from differentiating the sample according to financial constraints.
In summary, our results indicate that the agency costs based on the free cash flow theory outweigh the benefits from financial slack in mitigating adverse selection costs when raising external funds. Put differently, our findings indicate that it is not in the shareholders' interest that firms hoard liquidity due to problems induced by IA. That is why the precautionary motive to hold cash appears to be questionable.
However, our findings do not contradict the pecking order theory in general. We do not suggest that firms
should not use internal funds in the first place before external funds are raised. Instead, we rather argue that it is not optimal for firms to accumulate cash with the intention to avoid (costly) external finance in future states when IA is high.
The detailed formula for our main measure for information asymmetry (dispM i,t ) is:
M ed mi,t : Absolute median earning per share forecast in month m in year t for firm i
Number of analysts that cover firm i in year t in month m
Number of months for which more than three analysts cover firm i in year t EP S am i,t : Earnings per share estimate of analyst a for firm i in year t in month m Pinkowitz et al. (2006) , those in Panel B for the regression approach by Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007) . The definitions of these variables are provided in section 3.2.2. Driscoll and Kraay (1998) .
T -values are presented in parentheses. . ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Tables 3 and 4) are included in all specifications, but are not presented to save space. The definitions of all variables are provided in section 3.1.2. Statistical inference is based on Driscoll and Kraay (1998) .
T -values are presented in parentheses. . ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. T -values are based on Driscoll and Kraay (1998) and are presented in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Tables 3 and 4) are included in all specifications, but are not presented to save space. The definitions of all variables are provided in section 3.1.2. Statistical inference is based on Driscoll and Kraay (1998) .
T -values are presented in parentheses. . ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. 
